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“untitled”, stencil, 2013



“Stateless Anthropology (Infrastructure)”, installation view, New York Hotel, Cluj
clay, chair, acrylic on cardboard 
2013

Shape study for infrastructure, abstracted from the AnnART tent-shape and chair-form. 



“Stateless Anthropology (Infrastructure)”
research project - work in progress 
2013 - present

AnnART tent - video stills & page from the Etna Archive
© Etna Archive

Stateless Anthorpology is a research project which grew out 
from the work on a video with the same title. The project is 
based on the archive of AnnART International Performance 
Days ’90 – ’99. The focus of  my attention is directed on 
two main categories relative to the documents from the 
Etna Archive: pertaining to the organization of the events, 
infrastructural matters and related to the performances 
themselves. Outcomes generated in both cases are speculative 
in regard to the commodification of these materials and to a 
certain functionality in possible forms of furniture.



“Stateless Anthropology (Notes Toward an Art Historical Research)” 
- from the exhibition “Maybe3 - End of the worlds”, Magma, Sf. Gheorghe
video (13 min) - video stills
2012

Stateless Anthropology is a video based on an apocalyptic scenario. It is a re-enacting of the archive material of AnnART 
International Performance Festival, 1990-1999 near St. Ann Lake. 
The photographic essay is documenting a day at the former site of the festival. The protagonist, in the role of the performance 
artist describes performances as they were his own actions, acted out in the present. The actions are thus replicated in the 
language of the archive, text and photography once again. The moment of the apocalypse is the end of the performances at St. 
Ann Lake and the birth of Kobak, a dog born in the same day.



“Voina re-enactment” - from the exhibition “Miklósi vs Miklós”, Magma, Sf. Gheorghe
tableau vivant, slide projection, performance
2012



Voina re-enactment is a tableau-vivant after a 17th century 
painting - The Parting of Sts Peter and Paul Led to Martyrdom 
by Giovanni Serodine. This scenario was used for the re-
enactment of a recent action by a member of the Russian 
group Voina, in which he unexpectedly slapped a person 
from the audience on grounds that he accused them of 
cowardliness. This re-enactment took place in frame of the 
exhibition Miklósi vs Miklós, in collaboration with Miklósi 
Dénes.

Giovanni Serodine
Parting of Sts Peter and Paul Led to Martyrdom
(1625-26)

http://veiozaarte.ro/video/voina-wanted-in-romania.html
reportage, installation view



“We and they – Archive videos” - view from the exhibition “European 
Travellers”, Kunsthalle, Budapest
two channel video installation (69 min), 99 index cards
2012

The first monitor shows the full length video documents from the first Tranzit event from Cluj – 
We and They festival – performances, installations, literary and political roundtables, film screenings 
from 1997. 
The second monitor shows randomly selected video sequences from the collection of videotapes of 
the 15 year activity of Tranzit House, each numbered and with a corresponding index card.



“Are you taking pictures of my door?“
drawing from the exhibition “Fotografische Arbeitskräfte”
2011

Miklósi Dénes, 1992
silver gelatin print
photography by Kovács

Fotografische Arbeitskräfte was a series of three exhibitions 
that have their starting point the works of Miklósi Dénes (b. 
1960). Starting from the genealogy of his work from the 90’s, 
we updated its reading, by reinstating them in the actuality. 
Practically we re-exhibited pieces from a period of several 
years not as retrospective but in an assertive way, completing 
them with some photographs of handcrafted doors that we 
made recently for personal use in our studio spaces, and a 
hand written text: “Are you taking pictures of my door?”. 
As an attempt to build a statement exhibition, Fotografische 
Arbeitskräfte was intended to be a new term to be introduced 
in our vocabulary. 



“Fotografische Arbeitskräfte”
photographs
2011

photo credits Bíró István



2009 - 2011
Project coordinator - “ȘPAC” 
(Peoples School of Contemporary Art), Cluj
Co-editor - “Coursebook of Artistic Practice” 
www.protokoll.ro



“Something in September” - scenes from the video essay
Bruxelles / Cluj
2009-2013

“Something in September” - storyboard
collage, 2009



“Something in September” - scenes from the video essay
Bruxelles / Cluj
2009-2013



“Alfred Hitchcock’s The Birds” 
(with Miklósi Dénes)
flowerbeds, linoleum inlay, 
workshop, photographs
Child Psychiatry, Cluj
2009

photo of linoleum inlay in the communal space inside the hospital



“Alfred Hitchcock’s The Birds” 
photos from the workshop with the children 
Child Psychiatry, Cluj
2009

An artistic intervention in the space of the hospital and a workshop with the patients. In frame of 
the international Art dans la Cité program. In collaboration with Miklósi Dénes.

Photos from the workshop with the children. We started the workshops from the story of Kaspar 
Hauser, a child who grew up isolated in a basement, without any language skills. From the first 
dots on their nose, we expanded gradually to a system of signs, that became overwhelming as in 
The Birds of Hitchcock.



“Eros Ergonomics”
environment - exhibition (with works by Miklósi Dénes, Lucy McKenzie, Willem Oorebeek, Simon Thompson)
Wiels Contemporary Art Centre, Bruxelles
2008

exhibition poster
2008



“Eros Ergonomics”
instalation view (room 4) - fluorescent wall, neon lamp, timer, etchings by Miklósi Dénes
Wiels Contemporary Art Centre, Bruxelles
2008



“Kleptomaniac With Alibi” (with Sebastian Big)
situation
Young Artis’s Biennial, Bucharest
2008

photo credits George Stroie

In Kleptomaniac With Alibi a friend agreed to go to a 
biennial where I was invited as an exhibiting artist. Instead 
of displaying an artwork he was hosted by the organizers and 
mingled with the crowd during the official events without any 
obligation to do anything. 
Although several objects from the exhibition disappeared, no 
one could accuse him directly because of his alibi. 



“European Capital of Culture”
billboards
Sibiu
2007



“Science of The Will”
comic strip
published in Idea Arts + Society #26, Cluj
2007



“After the war is before the war”
wooden swords made from disposed christmas trees, drawings
installation view - Ernst Museum, Budapest
2007



Peace
a poem by Luciano VALLÉS

Oh, I am Getting old
or is it that in Huesca every time
they piss out of the urinal,
members of the Rotary Club
made a Monument
wishing us the Peace
that we long for.

Yesterday without looking far
I found a surprise:
I always saw in flowerbeds
tulips, pensamiento,
flowers that decorate the city
and serve to show off.

Vegetables are expensive indeed!
but at the town hall
they fight scarcity
by planting vegetable gardens.

As the garden of peace
it is watering soil
it is planted with tomatoes,
onion for salad,
of lettuces and cucumbers,
carrots and borajas,
of vegetables, the finest.

Staring at the ground
a gardener approached me
and told me with sadness:
“What do you think Luciano?”
If they put in flowerbeds
the products of vegetable gardens
I could then change professions
or ask at the church.

In the traffic circle potatoes
barley in flower-beds,
in the park in between pine trees
they will put corn plants
for the birds to eat.

The water from swamps
will water Huesca
and then we will all have
fresh fruits and vegetables
picked from the gardens,
vegetable shops will close
and in supermarkets they will sell
only sardines and eggs,
that can not be planted,
detergent and soap,
cans to preserve prepared foods;
for this and more
shall God find us confessed
if things remain the same.

translated by Sandra Nakamura

“Jardin (...)”
public intervention, photographs, poem, soundtrack
Huesca, Spain
2006



“Urban Radical”
public intervention, neon sign
Cluj
2005



“Home Gallery (...)”
happening, video (6 min) - video stills
Home Gallery 2020, Bucharest
2005

“Tuberman”
happening, plastic tube guns, paper bullets, photocopied instructions
Varsaw
2006



“Wearable sound”
motion capture device, digital audio instrument
2004

A motion-capture suit is connected to the computer and a 
custom made, 6 channel audio program can be tuned with 
sound and effects. The instrument is exhibited on a human-
like wooden sculpture, the video shows two choreographies 
with different audio setup. 

engineering Karácsony János
concept and construction Miklós Szilárd
performances Miklós Szilárd, Adorjáni Márta



“washing the floor of tranzit house”
video, soundtrack (3‘25”) - video still
2004

“Work - our victorious plan runs across our jolly bodies”
video, soundtrack (1‘17”) - video still
2013

installation view, Magma, Sf. Gheorghe, 2013


